BONSAI NEWS
August 2016
August Meeting
MBS is excited to have Jerry
Meislik as our guest artist this
month. Jerry has been a major
influence on American bonsai
since the 1980's. Jerry is renown
internationally for growing tropicals and native North American
species. He has traveled extensively to study bonsai in many
countries such as Japan, Singapore, Cambodia, Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, and Vietnam.
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In his presentation, Jerry will
have pictures of his 'bonsai room'
in his home in Montana. Looking
through the windows, you can
see the snow covered mountains
in the background! He will talk to
us about his care of tropicals as
well as answering your questions
as he styles a ficus and
schefflera. This is a meeting you
want to attend.

Information Line
414-299-9229

August
Aug 2—MBS meeting-Jerry Meislik

Aug 4-14 WI State Fair exhibit
Aug 19-21—Chicago exhibit
Aug 27— Bonsai Basics #1
September
Sept 6-MBS meeting-update on fertilizers
Sept 10—Fall Beginner workshop
Sept 16-18—Annual Exhibit—Peter Tea
Sept 24—Bonsai Basics #2
October
Oct 1— Intermediate Class**
Oct 4— MBS meeting-advanced class
reflections
Oct 8— Fall Cleanup workshop
Oct 15—Bonsai Basics #3
Oct 29—Bonsai Basics #4

** Members only

JERRY MEISLIK WORKSHOP
There are still a few spots left in the Jerry
Meislik workshops. Please call 262-5121228 or email hagr8d@mac.com to register.
$125 at Boerner 9-4 on Saturday July 30
and Sunday July 31

Next Meeting
August 2, 2016
6:45pm
Boerner Botanical
Gardens

President’s Message August 2016
Have you noticed something new as you entered the meetings during the last few months?
I’m going to call it the Greeter’s Table. It is a place where you can sign in for attendance,
buy a MBS shirt, signup for a workshop or any one of a number of things. As President, I
wanted to get to know every member. I wanted every member to have a nametag that has
their name in order for everyone to get to know everyone else.
If you are a paid member, you should have a nametag. If you have forgotten it, you should
be able to get a temporary one for the meeting. More importantly, you should be signing in
for attendance. Why? Boerner Botanical Gardens is not charging MBS for the use of the
room. This would otherwise cost MBS $250 per meeting. All that the Milwaukee County
Parks Systems asks is for us to have a record of the number of people who utilize the room.
MBS reports our attendance to Boerner for their yearly report and Boerner reports this to the
Milwaukee County Parks System. MBS still has to pay Zilli’s to open and lock up the building
for every Tuesday night meeting.
Another reason that I like the Greeter’s Table is that we have an opportunity to meet and
greet people who are new to bonsai and are just stopping in to see what MBS is like. If we
know who these new people are and can make them feel welcomed, I believe that they will
be more likely to return. Since I’m running around prior to the meeting answering a multitude of questions, I don’t always catch all of the new people. We always seem to have a few
at every meeting. Why do we already have 5 people signed up for the Beginner’s Workshop
in September? It’s because we have been able to talk to people and answer their questions
about how to get started with bonsai.
What I am urging members to do is to stop for a moment, sign in and see what is happening. MBS needs help on many levels. Check it out and volunteer. Or, participate in a workshop. State Fair, Jerry Meislik’s workshops, the Annual Exhibit are all coming up. Volunteers are needed! It’s fun and it’s a learning experience. See the body of the newsletter for
more details.

Bonsai on!

Judy

Approved at the last Executive Committee meeting: Responsibilities and privileges of a HOST
Responsibilities
1. Pick up the guest artist at the airport.
2. Feed and lodge the artist.
3. Drive the artist (or make arrangements for someone else to drive the artist) to each activity.
4. Make arrangements ahead of time with someone in the workshop/class to provide for the artist’s lunch
and dinner. If no one in the activity will offer to take the artist to dinner, that then falls upon the host.
5. Pick up the artist from the activity or make arrangements for someone in the activity to bring him to the
host’s home or meet somewhere in between (perhaps for dinner).
6. Return the guest artist to the airport.
In essence, make sure that the guest artist has a pleasant, well organized stay.
Privileges
Since the host is not reimbursed for any expenses, the following is a way to thank him/her for his/her service to the Society. For each day of hosting, the host will receive 1/2 hour of time with the guest artist (if
and only if the guest artist is willing) without having to pay anything to MBS (including travel expenses).

PO Box 240822
Milwaukee, WI 53224

Www.milwaukeebonsai.org
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
Next MBS meeting will be
August 2, 2016 at 6:45pm
Boerner Botanical Gardens
9400 Boerner Dr
Hales Corners, WI 53130
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As the heaven’s cry
Tears slip between each petal
The earth breathes new life
~FJ Thomas

